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We capture the big and small moments.







See the moments you didn’t before.



Your Day,
Your Motion Picture.

No art passes our conscience in the way film does. ~Ingmar Bergman

There’s really only one way to go 
back and relive the biggest day of 
your life— the walk down the aisle, 
the I do’s, THE kiss, the speeches, and 
the dances: your wedding film. 

The moving picture is an irreplacable, 
powerful art form that can transport us 
back in time. From 24 to 120 frames 
per second, we capture both organic,  
real-time footage and slow-motion, 
cinematic footage.

We slow down and create a 
keepsake for your day that often feels 
like it goes by too fast. 

Your wedding film doesn’t just capture 
your wedding day— it’s a whole new 
perspective that you didn’t get to 
experience the day of— through the 
eyes of your community and the lens 
of an artist. 

We love what we do, and it shows.

We love creating wedding films 
because we love, Love. We love 
people. And we really, really love 
film. 

Your wedding film ought to be as 
unique as your relationship, your love, 
your story. We create just that.

Let’s work together so you’ll be able 
to revisit your wedding day at the 
touch of a button.



“Let me just pause a minute and drink in this 
moment. And if you film it, I’ll be able to get 

free refills for life.”  -Jarod Kintz







We notice and capture the details you worked hard to put together.





Relive the speeches written just for you.



Relive the kiss.Relive the kiss.



Relive the dances.



“Films are like a machine that generates empathy. It lets you understand a little bit more about 
different hopes, aspirations, dreams and fears. It helps us to identify with the people who are 

sharing this journey with us.” -Roger Ebert

Packages

Basic Package
COVERAGE: Ceremony + Speeches

COST: $3,000

This is basic video work for the formal 
elements of the wedding: ceremony and 
reception speeches. The final deliverable 
is a chronological video of the ceremony 
and speeches.

Comprehensive Package
COVERAGE: Getting Ready + Ceremony 
+ Reception

COST: $5,000

This comprehensive film work includes all 
elements of the wedding day. The final 
deliverables are a chronological video 
of the formal elements of the day AND a 
highlight reel video.

Extensive Package
COVERAGE: Rehearsal Dinner + Getting 
Ready + Ceremony + Reception

COST: $7,000

Extensive film work includes the rehearsal 
dinner and the wedding day. The final 
deliverables are a chronological video 
of the formal elements of the day AND a 
highlight reel video.
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Custom Quote: Unique schedule? Multiple ceremonies? Let us know and we’ll provide a custom quote!



Drone

Footage

Extras

You Pick the 
Background 

Music

COST: $350 per location/venue

Want to capture the mountain landscapes, unique 
venue, or destination wedding scenery? Add in drone 
footage for that irreplaceable birdseye view.

COST: $100

Get exclusive access to our music library. You’ll put 
together a list of approved songs. Please note: the 
exact number of songs needed for editing depends 
on the package you purchased.

Here are some “sprinkles on top” that you may want
to consider as your wedding date appraoches.

Teaser 

Video

COST: $850

This 60-second video to music is delivered within one 
week of your wedding date. Most couples use this 
video on social media (for example, Instagram has a 
60-second video length limit).

Stills from 
Wedding 

Films

COST: $200

Want full resolution stills from your wedding film(s)? 
Add in this option to complement your photographer’s 
still pictures-- or if you opted out of having a 
photographer all together. All images in this Pricing 
Guide are actual stills from our clients’ wedding films. 

All Raw 

Footage

COST: $500

Add this if you want all of your raw, unedited 
footage for safe keeping. Once your final video 
files are delivered, we do not hold on to the raw 
footage.

Captions

COST: $100

We’ll add captions to your wedding film(s) so you 
can enjoy the content of your wedding day with the 
sound off. 



Love your wedding film...



...until...



...the very end.



We’ll make a wedding film that your family can enjoy for generations to come.

Contact us to schedule your free consultation:
molly@peachweddingfilms.com
PeachWeddingFilms.com
720 609 9111
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